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Important Role of Hip Hop in Society

In history, Rap have played a big part in black communities during parties, celebrations, 

meeting events, and rap keeps spreading and evolving through for centuries. Today, Rap became 

popular entire world, we can hear rap/hip hop in many different types in different countries, 

communities. The contribution of Rap music in changing the world is big because it is a therapy 

for mental health, plays an important role in developing education. Rap not only used to 

condemn about how people are struggling to live in China, one of the most strictly censored 

country, but also helped people who lost family and homes in Puerto Rico after the Hurricane 

Maria.

Rap, or Hip hop, is therapy, a cure for mental health. Over time, the relationship between 

hip hop and therapy is becoming stronger. It is not rare that many people are struggling in their 

lives in hopeless, jobless, lost someone they love but couldn’t find a way out. In 2017, Logic, an 

American rapper and record producer, released a song named “1-800-273-8255”, he raps “I’ve 

been on the low / I been taking my time / I feel like I’m out of my mind / It feel like my life ain’t 

mine / Who can relate?” during the song. Logic shared that he had been in a depression, he felt 

his life was meaningless, but not anymore, he got rid of the suicide thoughts and encouraged 

people with a spirit to keep living and life will become better. “1-800-273-8255” song has saved 

many people from the darkness, it shared stories between people through lyrics that people don’t 

have to sit down and talk about it, which not everyone can do. The song told everything about 

people experiences and what they’ve been through in their life in a few minutes, reaching 

millions, billions people heart in a very short of time. According to John Draper (2017), director 

of the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, said, “The impact has been pretty extraordinary. On 

the day the song was released, we had the second-highest call volume in the history of our 
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service.” The relationship between rap/hip hop and therapy are strong, it encourages people to 

stand up and find a way to walk out from the darkest moment in their life, and the motivation for 

them to seek out for help. 

Beside a cure for mental health, rap music’s contribution in developing education are 

important. Most music listeners are young people, they listen to music every day and it becomes 

the routine and have huge impact on young people. According to Mashaun D. Simon (2017), 

Erica Buddington, a New York City sixth-grade geography teacher has remix a popular rap song 

“Bodak Yellow” to help her students study. During the remix, she raps “I’d point right, like 

Australia, sweltering in heat/Line it up with the equator, it’s not Algebra/We’ll turn up the 

temperature, like we’re in Africa…” In the video, students seem enjoy studying material through 

rap music, it makes the course more interesting, encouraging students to come to class, have fun 

while still studying. If we use it the right way, rap in education helps students memorize the class 

materials, connect, express their life, stories. People prefer listen and learn what interest them, 

music is an example because everyone enjoy listen to music, we can keep listen to music for 

months, years, until we memorize the lyrics. Another research also shows that music helps young 

people explore, use their knowledge in practice. Based on Manny Faces (2017), in an event 

called “Hip-hop hacks”, a small group of young men and women tried to replicate a drum 

machine from scratch after watching music educator Liam Baum. The purpose of the event was 

to acknowledge and recognize the ability of young people in creative, technology, appreciation 

in music and culture. Rap/Hip hop plays an important part in education, it helps young people 

explore their creativity and imagination, expressing their feelings, identities, stories and what are 

important to them.
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Another good thing that rap helps our society is that it is used to condemn about money 

and power decide happiness in some countries such as China. Music and art are hard to develop 

or become popular in China, the government tries to avoid anything that can conduits to 

subversive thought. One of the free-style rapper from Dongbei named Wang Li (2009), raps 

about how important money is to survive in China, “If you don’t have a nice car or cash/You 

won’t get no honeys/Don’t you know China is only a heaven for rich old men…” Many rappers 

are trying to show the world the unfair life, lack of freedom in China through their music, but 

most of their music were banned by the government. In China, people who have power will stay 

powerful, and those who have money will continue to live happy. Fat Shady (2015), an 

independent rapper, said “ China is full of these low-class, dirty millionaires, and they live the 

same way. They don’t give a shit. They might have people killed, or a bunch of their workers 

might die on the job, but they’re still rich…” Because of rap, everyone can see the problem 

through lyrics without seeing it, Chinese rappers share their stories, feelings, and experiences 

about what they been through that help them become strong to keep going, and rap in China will 

keep spreading.

Furthermore, rap, rappers have helped, donated big part in saving people who lived in 

Puerto Rico after the Hurricane Maria. People lost their family, homes, they were low in food 

and water to survive. In the video, “Life without basic needs in Puerto Rico” (2017), a man 

shows how he and many others tried to eat less as they could because refrigerator has no power, 

they used rain water for dishes and bathing, people lined up to receive resources. Based on 

Corinne Heller (2017), many popular rappers have played part in helping and rescuing people in 

Puerto Rico, including Jennifer Lopez, who donated one million dollar, and fifty thousand dollar 

for Hurricane Harvey in Houston. Moreover, in CNN news (2017), Pitbull, also a rapper, has 
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sent his private plane to deliver people in hospital who were treated with electronic tools. The 

hurricane left a massive damage, Puerto Rico lost electricity and fuel, Pitbull’s purpose was to 

bring those patient into America so they could continue being treated. Rap always there to help 

people fight against not only mental health problems, but also against natural disasters.

Overall, rap is one of the factors that can’t be missed in our life, an important role in 

developing human life. Rap is a cure for mental problem, helps get out from the dark, save lives. 

Rap plays a part in education that helps students encouraged in class, expressing their thoughts 

and stories, create for young people a place for their creativity. People also use rap to show 

social issues, condemn the unfair way that the government is using like China. Rap is a tool 

delivery words and emotions to connect people together, sharing stories, helping and protecting 

each other, and fight against any mental issues and natural disasters such as Hurricane Maria.
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